Investment Server

Investment Server is the software behind our investment competitions, which is specifically designed for the high school level. Features include buying and selling stock, commissions, and a rankings board. Users can view and print both their portfolio data and/or trading history. Trading hours can be limited and all trades are real-time.

The program, as well as its source code (written in Microsoft .Net), are available royalty-free for other SIFE clubs or High Schools to use. Since the source code is available royalty-free, anyone can download and modify the source code to suit their own needs.

Other features:
- Simple download and install process.
- Cell phone access.
- Customizable headings and graphics.
- Commissions can be changed or removed.
- A utility is included to enable remote administration.

Download
- Program Files Only
- Source Code and Program Files
Portfolio View:

- Stock performance is rated by percentage and dollars.
- Users can see all of their stocks as well as their performance all in one place.
- Two types of portfolios
  - Private: Requires a password to view portfolio
  - Public: Requires a password only to make trades

Leader Board:

- Updates every five minutes.
- Users are ranked by percentage.
- Performance is rated by the net increase in portfolio value. (percentage)